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Pronouncements
We have noted with satisfaction the retirement of Archibald Macleish
from the Boylston Chair of Rhetoric and Oratory at Harvard. Macleish has
stood for all that is mediocre, cheap, fraudulent, cowardly, and irresponsible
in the affairs of literature. He has written a number of exceedingly pre
tentious and philistine poems, has served time after time as a Government
hack and jingo, and has throughout his career used mass magazines—Loo
—10 prejudice the efforts of those who have been intransigent and skillful
in their work. Riddance to him.
Students have long been aware that their College Library is a cripple, an
organism lacking half its nerves. (Next year the cripple will be inserted in a
more attractive wheel-chair.) Hi^a approves all jeers, snickers, and desperate
noises, all relevant displays of disgust, vociferous or timid. In addition, sub
sequent Hildas will contain a partial list of crucial, exciting, wonderful,
interesting, or charming books and magazines which our Library would
possess if it were not impoverished and incompetent. Students are asked to
contribute to this list who are unwilling to buy books which they have never
seen and cannot afford, or are unable to visit their home-town Public
Libraries, where the titles would be available.
The editors announce their hope that later issues will survey some of
the leading reviews and periodicals, and teH which are publishing what.
Essays are welcome, to say the very least.
Mr. Irving Kreutz article is the first of a series having something to do
with contemporary dramatists.
MALCOLM JENSEN
CHARLES SINGER WILLIAMS
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The Hi/{a offers
The Charles Monroe Coffin Prizes
For Fiction and Criticism
25 Dollars each

Edgar Collins Bogardus Prize
For Poetry
25 Dollars

To be awarded Spring 1962

CONTRIBUTORS
IRVING KREUTZ is a member of the English Department. He has written a
play, Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear.
AMON LINER is a transfer student. He was formerly editor of Chaos.
CHARLES WILLIAMS is a French major. He spent last year studying at the
Sorbonne and traveling in France and Holland.
JOHN WILLETT is traveling in Italy, of course.
MALCOLM JENSEN counterfeits with more than average skill. He majors in
English, protestingly.
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JOHN H. WILLETT

The Social Spectator
One distinction that Anthony Mayo was sure Douglas had never been
forced to make was that between indulgence and prudence. Perhaps that
was why, without a moment's reflection, Douglas now bought a club-car
ticket to Southampton instead of a coach-car one. Had it been a Tuesday or a
Wednesday afternoon he still would have done the same.
Anthony's position, however, was entirely different; when he indulged
he was invariably conscious of his act and its consequences. Now it was a
Friday afternoon, a Friday afternoon in the summer, and on such a day the
trains from Pennsylvania Station to Montauk Point are ridiculously crowded.
Therefore, after a careful consideration, which took into account his tiredness
and the amount of his luggage, he also bought a club-car ticket to Southamp
ton, deciding that the extra fare was indeed worth the comfort. Later, in the
club-car, Anthony and Douglas met, and the moral value of their respective
decisions came, quite by chance, into question.
"Douglas! Hello."
"Hi, Mayo, how are you?"
"Fine, fine. What are you doing here?"
"I always take the club-car."
"That's not only the wrong answer to my question, but, suiting you to a
*T', a ridiculous one."
He looked at Douglas contemptuously; Douglas was a bad snob, he had
nothing but money. Anthony, in fact, was inclined to think of him as almost
stupid; but of course he realized that he himself was little more than a good
snob. Each had resolutely maintained a quiet antipathy for the other as long
as they had been acquainted—an antipathy that had neither waxed nor
waned, but that had been upheld with all the fervor of people who, or so it
seemed to some, had little better to do than be disdainful.
"Well, then," Douglas rejoined, "what are you doing here?"
"If you insist on my following your line of thought, I'm riding in the
club-car because I'm tired and I've got a lot of luggage. Have I justified my
status quo}"
"Personally, I dfen't care whether you have or not."
"Good, you shouldn't."
With patient indulgence they turned to look out the window at the
dreary scenery both had passed so often before. They had carried themselves
50 quietly and expressionlessly through the past exchange that no one in the
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club-car could possibly have realized they were arguing. No one, in fact,
could have told anything about the two boys except that they were obviously
going to one of the Hamptons. Their faces, their clothes, even their carriage
showed a long association with comfort, but it showed little else. And yet,
perhaps, there was something in their faces that inclined one to look twice.
Seeing Douglas for the first time was a shock to everyone, for he looked
burned out at the age of twenty. His lids hung heavily over expresssionless
grey eyes, as if he had to maintain a constant effort to keep them open. All
his teeth in the front were false, and his cheeks had the fleshy puff of a
dowager. His hair had receded and an almost perceptible patch of skin was
appearing at the back of his head. What made his appearance so shocking
was that his depraved features could not be associated with anything. One
sensed that he was confronting a youth, but the sense had no tangible
correlation.
People looked at Anthony because he was handsome; but although he
suspected this, he was never quite sure. He did know, however, that his light
brown hair was beautiful, and he often ran his finger up and down his nose
because it felt so firm and straight. He turned to Douglas.
"I'm going to have some gin; do you want a drink?"
"Yes, thank you, a scotch—with water."
Anthony resettled himself luxuriously in the lounging chair.
"I see from the papers you've been having some trouble with Grammy.
"That bitch."
"What exactly is she going to do?"
"She's going to haul me into court, that's what."
"I don't see in the first place where she's got the slightest legal jurisdic
tion for what she's doing."
"That bitch need jurisdiction? Hah! But I'll be damned if I'm going to
rot for another year on the piddling little sum she doles out to me each
month."
"I'll be rude enough to ask just how much this 'piddling little sum' is."
"Five hundred a month."
"I'd say you're hardly starving to death."
"I want my money and I want it now."
Anthony sneered. "My God, why don't you stamp your foot. That's more
than enough to satisfy even most of your reckless whims, let alone the count
less semi-reckless ones."
"Well, well, what do you know. Why don't you stand up for her in
court?"
"I haven't the interest or the time."
"What is it with you, Mayo? I mean what's eating you all the time?'
"I don't know, Douglas; I guess just being near you makes me a little
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sick. You're so coarse and stupid—I can't help but find you offensive. Look
at yourself, you're a wreck. And you couldn't even ruin yourself in a grand
manner. You got this way from going to too many parties and not brushing
your teeth enough. Why don't you do something with your money—build
fast cars or brothels or something?"
All the while Anthony had been unconsciously raising his voice, and when
he stopped talking the whole car was looking at him. Both of them sat, red
and shaking, still facing one another. The argument had sprung from and
receded into nothing.
"Look, Douglas, I'm sorry. If it hadn't been you it would have been
someone else. I'm sorry, really."
They did not speak to each other for the rest of the trip.

Invariably Anthony looked for his mother when he got off the train at
Southampton, and invariably she was not there. Yet, half without realizing
it, he was always glad; one role he had joyfully accepted long ago and from
which he never made the slightest effort to remove himself, one role that
excited him immensely, was that of the poor little rich boy. To be misunder
stood or negected was to be apart, and to be apart was to be different.
Anthony was a delicate, sensitively formed piece of wood, adrift in an ocean
of indifferent boorishncss. He was, in fact, romantic enough to think of him
self as just that, a piece of driftwood; but he was not oblivious to the ironic
implications. Now he stood in front of the station and hailed a cab.
"Take me home, will you, Jack?"
"No one here to meet you, huh?"
"No," he replied bravely, "no one here to meet me."
The Mayo family lived in the gardener's cottage of a large estate located
halfway between the center of town and the beachclub. Gardeners' cottages
in Southampton, like converted barns in Cape Cod, had become the fashion
a few years ago; and Mrs. Mayo considered herself fortunate indeed to have
acquired one.
"Charge it," he said stepping out of the cab. He had hardly reached the
front door when a car screeched to a stop before the house and someone
started blowing a horn loudly. Dropping his valises, he turned and recognized
Claire, Douglas's sister. She was the most genuinely unhappy girl that
Anthony had ever met, and he felt, simply and honestly, sorry for her. His
sympathy might have been tinged with patronization, but he had never felt
that the two attitudes cancelled each other. Claire, on her part, gratefully
accepted his sympathy, and an almost familial relation existed between the
two. Her whole life was swathed in misfortune. To begin with, she was
ugly, short and straggly haired, and she had small red dots on her back and
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shoulders. At the age of twelve she had pointed a finger at her father in the
New York City Court and accused him of murder. Mr. Sanctis had been a
successful doctor up until the time of his wife's surprising death. She had
been ill, but not seriously, and after her death an autopsy revealed that an air
bubble had been introduced into her bloodstream. Why an autopsy was per
formed after an apparently innocent death was never clearly determined, but
after it Mr. Sanctis was suspected of murder. He claimed that his wife had
often given herself her own shots, and that she had obviously not given her
self the last one with sufficient care. Claire, however, maintained that violent
arguments wracked the household whenever the two of them were together—
arguments that had left Mrs. Sanctis in a state of total collapse on her bed,
and Mr. Sanctis in his den pouring himself liberal tumblers of Danzig brandy
and soda. The case was dismissed but his practice ruined, and he went to
work in virtual retirement in a small town in Massachusetts where, as far as
anyone knew or cared, he still was. Claire and Douglas had then gone to live
in the town house of Grammy, as everyone called her, the mother of Mrs.
Sanctis. Grammy was a matron of the old English school, a possessive,
domineering, Pyrrhonic old hag—the terror of charities, shopkeepers, and
her family; nobody ever laughed at her. She lived on the top three floors of a
hideous, portrait-bedecked, tapestry-draped brownstone on Eighty-third
Street. She had no real friends, but she did not want any; all she did want, in
fact, was to safeguard the enormous family fortune. As she could envision a
foolish marriage on Claire's part resulting in the dissipation of this fortune,
she kept a watch on her that was tantamount to a security guard.
Now, as he walked towards the car, he looked at this little girl and
smiled, as he always did when he saw her, because, in spite of everything,
she was still incredulous and genuine, so unlike himself.
"How was the trip out?"
"Charming, as usual."
"I would have picked you up at the station, but I had to get Jean back
from Easthampton."
"Jean who?"
"This Jean. Jean—Anthony."
He bent down and looked into the car. On the seat beside Claire was a
girl, probably about his own age, but he could not be sure. She regarded him
expressionlessly as he offered his hand through the window of the car. After
limply shaking his hand she turned away, not rudely, but vacuously, as if
the significance of their introduction was that it had no significance. Anthony,
however, stared at her fixedly. Her little face with its thin lips and wide grey
eyes made him think that some recent occurrence had jolted her into a state
of quasi maturity; the straight, sand-colored hair looked enticing from one
angle and almost school-girlish from another. He straightened slowly when
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Claire spoke to him.
"Do you want to come spear fishing?"
"Now?"
"Why not?"
"I've got to unpack first. Can you wait?"
"Five minutes."
"Five minutes."
A half hour later they pulled up into one of the small coves on the North
Shore.
"We've got to wait for Doug and Lewis."
He turned to Claire quickly. "Doug?"
"Yes, he's coming with the equipment."
Almost as she finished speaking a car pulled up beside them. Douglas
glanced at Anthony, then got out and began to unload spear guns, flippers,
and g°ggles* He and Jean had looked at each other in such a way that
Anthony could tell they were close, and this made her even more exciting.
Claire introduced Lewis to Anthony, who almost started when he saw
Lewis's face. His front teeth, yellow brown from neglect, were perforated
with crescent-shaped gaps along the edges; when he smiled he tried unsuc
cessfully to keep his lips together. His long black hair, though it might have
been attractive, was flecked with dandruff and glistening with oil. His
cheeks and forehead were mottled and pallid, and the bad posture of his lean
body was so pronounced as to give him an almost crippled look. Only his
two eyes, deep and brown, seemed to convey a warmth of emotion; the rest
of him, spectral, hung like a cold puppet before Anthony. He stepped back
like a painter and survey the three ugly people, running his finger up and
down the bridge of his nose. Then he looked at Jean, who met his glance
with the same empty expression and turned away.
Later, on the way back to Southampton, Jean fell asleep on his shoulder.
She woke up when a horn sounded suddenly behind them and Douglas
shot by, looking furiously at her. From then on she sat straight up and
looked before her, silent and brooding as she had been all day.
That night there was a beach party; before the fire which crackled
brightly on the platinum sand Claire and Anthony talked quietly.
"She's his fiancee, you know."
"What?"
"Yes, about two months ago they got engaged; they hope to be married at
Christmas."
"So Douglas is engaged. Where did he meet her?"
"In the City. She used to go to school with me there, but got expelled for
grades. Naturally that bitch doesn't like her, but then she doesn't like
anybody."
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"By the way, where is she?"
"She and Doug went to a play in Easthampton."
Two hours later Anthony raised his hands and called for silence.
"I have a tale to tell. It's called The Vivisection of an Insolent Mosquito
The party turned their faces towards him.
"It was '55 I think—a particularly bad year for mosquitoes in Massachu
setts. I was sitting at my desk quietly reading some Johnson. . .
"Which one?" Claire asked quietly.
"Don't press me for irrelevant details. As I say, I was sitting at my desk
when I heard the stentorian drone of a small insect circumnavigating my
head. A quick upwards glance informed me of the fact that a mosquito had
made bold to enter my chambers. 'My blood,' I thought, 'you'll never taste.'
After caulking all possible exits in the room, I went to the bathroom and pro
cured from my medicine chest a fantastically sharp, double-edged, Superbluc
Gillette razor blade."
"As fine a blade as there is," someone remarked.
"The socialite speaks true. With this incredible blade I re-entered the
room, only to espy the presumptuous thing still hovering in the vicinity of
where my head had once been. 1 picked up the latest New Yorker and
whacked it with sufficient force so that it fell senseless onto my desk. After
carefully placing a glass over it, I went back to the bathroom to fetch my
fingernail set which contained, among other things, tweezers and a small pair
of scissors, perfect for cutting off cuticles or wings. With my infallibly steady
hands I took one leg of the fly in the tweezers, and before you could say
'Mohammed,' the wings of the little demon had been delicately severed from
its body. I had rendered it no better than myself. It awoke a few moments
later only to discover itself doomed forever to terra firma. I had, however,
left a small portion of the right wing affixed to the body so as to observe
whether it would attempt to fly or not. Indeed it did, indeed it did. Oh, its
grief must have been exquisite.
"After watching its struggles for some moments, I again took it up in
my tweezers and lopped off all of the legs on the right side of its body. Then
1 set it down and watched it limp clumsily across the desk top. Yes, and
again I took it up in my tweezers and again the scissors went snip, snip, until
it was nothing but a legless, wingless mosquito. Of course I had to hold the
body very carefully in the tweezers for fear of crushing it. And now, do you
know what? When I set it down again it continued to move. By arching its
belly against it head, it was able to sort of bump itself slowly forward. Ah,
but the game grew dull. With the glimmering blade I quickly, but neatly,
sliced off half its back. Yet still it continued to crawl forward. A stick fluid
had emerged from the great gaping wound in its back, and the mosquito
was now affixed to the desktop by its own guts. By exerting a great effort,
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however, it still managed to move about leaving a thin trail of gore behind
it. But I had wearied of the whole business. Before I could reflect, I had
severed the head from the remainder of its body.
"Now children, mark ye well, there are things on this earth that no
mortal can ever hope to understand. I thought I heard something. I put my
ear close to the decapitated head and, horror upon horrors, I distinctly heard
a low buzzing. Then the head began to roll about, using its jaws for leverage,
and the buzzing became clearly audible. Fatigued by my vengeance, I re
placed the glass over the head and tumbled onto my bed. After a fitful hour,
during which I attempted to sleep, I leapt up, removed the glass and listened.
The head was still droning. I took a match, struck it and held it near the
head—too near, I suppose, for I heard a last bloodcurdling buzz, then all was
silent forever."
Anthony had no sooner finished then he pitched forward onto the beach.
Claire had to wash the sand out of his mouth with sea water and get two
friends to drive him home.

He passed the next eight days languorously on the beach, reading, swim
ming and talking. Douglas had left for New York six days ago, and he saw
Claire and Jean often. Never once, during all this time, did she acknowledge
him with more than a nod and a hello. Finally one day, when Claire had
gone in swimming, the two of them sat alone together.
"What specific characteristics of my being don't you like?" Anthony
asked sarcastically.
"Must I be specific?" She was lying on her back with her eyes closed.
"Not bad—sounds like the kind of reply I'd make."
"Don't give yourself credit for anything but unsurpassable dullness."
"For God's sake, I've hardly said a word to you."
"I don't like the way you part your hair."
He paused. "I can see you and Douglas are going to make a charming
couple."
"I don't see where that concerns you in the least."
"Ah but it does, Doug and I are ardent enemies of long standing."
"More credit to his taste."
You are a nasty little girl."
She sat up and took off her sunglasses.
"Look, Mayo, . . ."
"Anthony."
No, it doesn't become you; it's too heroic."
Do you always deal in generalizations?"
With general people."
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He tried hard to maintain his sardonic expression.
"Listen, I know my own shortcomings far better than you or anyone
else will ever know them. I may not have revealed myself as exceptionally
brilliant around you, but that's rather more your fault than mine. Do you
know what I think—1 think you're defending your association with Douglas."
"I don't quite see what. ..
"I'll tell you what. You feel guilty of being associated with such an in
credibly wasted boor like him. And you act like this because you have to
defend your affiliation which, I confess, I do fail to understand."
"Personally, I don't care whether you do or not."
"That's almost exactly what Douglas said to me in the train last week.
We were having an argument about the morality of riding in the club car.
Frankly, I'm beginning to think that the same values are involved."
"Your sophomore psychology just doesn't go, lover. Now why don't you
go in swimming."
"If I do, will you promise to take a flying leap into hell?"
He turned back once near the water, but she had put on her sunglasses
and he could not tell if she were looking at him or not.
Later, Claire drove Anthony home, and he invited her and Jean in for a
drink. His mother was sitting on the terrace reading. He introduced Jean
and started to mix the drinks. Each had nestled into frivolous conversation
until Claire asked why he was not returning to his university.
"I don't like to study."
"No, he doesn't," Mrs. Mayo said emphatically.
"Last year they," he nodded briskly towards his mother, "sent me to a
psychiatrist to find out why."
Anyone could have seen Mrs. Mayo's hand shake as she flicked her
cigarette ash onto the stones.
"That's no concern of your friends."
"Friend. No, I suppose it isn't. But you must admit it was a rather
extreme gesture on your part.'
"Haven't you got the common decency to talk about this some other
time ?"
"Hah,' he mumbled which, he hoped, conveyed in a word the desola
tion of his youth.
The following silence embarrassed everyone to such an extent that
Claire, followed by Jean, excused herself and walked around the house to
the car. Anthony ran after them; and as he said good-bye, Jean looked at
him, wide-^yed but expressionlessly, for so long that he had to turn away. It
was the same look he had exchanged a year ago with some girl in the L*
Roca in Soho. The whole incident swirled back to him as he stood looking
dewn at Jean. He had been sitting at a little table in the cellar listening to a
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bad trio play cha-chas when he noticed a girl, sitting in the corner, looking
at him. He had been just drunk enough to return her stare for an absurd
length of time; and finally he scribbled a melodramatic little note on a napkin,
called the waiter over, and, yes, actually asked him to bring her the note.
"Bring it to'uh yuhself, mate," he had said and turned away.
So he just went back to staring at the girl. Finally he signalled reck
lessly by a nod that she was to go upstairs and meet him there. He went up
first and waited for her; but when she came up a few moments later he had
lost the nerve to speak. She looked at him questioningly and walked out the
door. He followed her all the way over the other side of Russell Square,
never daring to approach, and feeling more and more foolish as the cool
night air began to sober him. Finally she turned a corner; and as he knew
the section well, he ran through an alley so that he would come out ahead
r>f her. Perhaps, he had thought, I shall be able to speak to her when we are
face to face. But she had disappeared. He waited for two hours, and then
went back to his hotel. A fruitless evening—but of course he would never
forget that long stare in the bar that seemed to tell so many troubling secrets.
Jean s look, too, had told a troubling secret, but she was already in the car
and driving away before he had time to reflect on this particular stare. When
he walked back onto the terrace, his mother approached him and threw her
highball into his face.
"What's with you, buster?"
This was followed by a quick slap, after which she turned and walked
away, leaving little drips of very good scotch dripping down onto his Lacoste
shirt.
Late that night he stood by his window looking out over the silent lawn
which stretched away luxuriously to the high hedge girding the cottage. "The
barometer of his emotional nature was set for a spell of riot." The words
^curred to him just as they had occurred to Charles Jackson as he sat in his
room in New York, years ago, with a terrible war clanging on all sides, and
Wr°te The Lost Weekend.
'And 1," he thought, "have got delirium tremens of the self."
He had always thought that a knowledge of one's own shortcomings pre
supposed a diminishing of their culpability.
I'm an egomaniac, but I know it; so I'm not really an egomaniac."
Yet, he was aware of the spiral structure of his reasoning.
I'm vain. All right—but that I know this diminishes my vanity. But
'fiis knowledge in turn increases the vanity. Oh, the hell with it."
He buttoned his shirt.
"A crazy night's in th e m aking," he thought, quietly opening the win°w, my barometer says so."
That he could have simply walked out the front door was of no conse57

quence; the window was there and it seemed strangely appropriate. He
climbed out onto the roof, crawled backwards to the edge, and jumped to
the ground. "A crazy night," he whispered again and again as he raced
across the lawn, through the hedge, and down the road to Claire's house. He
hesitated once at her driveway, then ran quickly to her window on the
ground level and knocked. A moment later the blind went up and Claire,
her face puffed with sleep and coated with an oily night cream, looked out
questioningly.
"Come out and have a cigarette with me, I'm lonely."
The three of them sat and talked, huddled together for warmth on the
back steps of the house.
"What are you doing here?" Claire asked, offering him the opening he
was waiting for.
"I had an incredible argument with my mother."
"Why?"
"She thinks I'm tactless and selfish."
"What do you mean, what brought this on?"
"I wasn't supposed to say anything about going to a psychiatrist."
"Well, it was kind of awkward."
"It should have been only for her."
And so on, into the night, with Jean talking rarely, only asking for an
occasional cigarette. Finally Claire yawned and said that she wanted to go
back to bed. Again Anthony found himself staring into the eyes of Jean. It
was a sad stare, but he was sure it had more of a motive than the night, the
stars, and the beautiful pine trees planted along the driveway.
"Art is the child of misery," he thought, not unaware of the banality of
of his conception. "We are a work of art, two perfectly matched vases, lighted
by Mr. Rousseau's moon that hangs so eerily above us." Art, literature,
music—it all conveyed so well the tenor of the moment. What brought them
together, these two—their topless egoes, their carelessness, actual sympathy?
Anthony was so immersed in the vortex of these questions that he did not
notice he had been sitting alone beside Jean for the past five minutes.
"You're very fine," he said somewhat desperately, taking her hand.
Two hours later he sat on the edge of the bed in the empty maid's room
over the garage and looked in genuine dismay at the great dark stain on the
mattress cover.
"Was it a selfless gift?" he askecf her.
"What difference does it make?"
None, I suppose." He looked out the window gloomily. "None, but the
first time always means something."
"I felt sorry for you."
"That has an air of termination about it."
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"The gesture's over."
"And the motive?"
"I don't know." She seemed almost exasperated.
"Isn't there a trace of admiration?"
"Should there be?"
And then he realized that he had not fooled her at all.
The little room was cold and they dressed quickly. He took the mattress
cover end rolled it up into a ball. Then taking her by the hand, he led her
downstairs and out to the driveway.
"So long," he said solemnly.
"Good-bye."
"See you tomorrow."
"Today. Yes, all right."
Then he was walking down the road that led to Wainscott with the
mattress cover tucked firmly under his arm. His watch showed only fivethirty, but already the sun shone brightly on the vast stretches of corn and
potatoes on either side of the road. It was so quiet that he seemed to hear
the echo of his own steps as they crunched on the gravel underneath—so
quiet that the pulse of the waves, really far away, seemed to be throbbing
just beyond the cornfields. The word "encounter" kept occurring to him be
cause it was so apropos, or unsuited, to the situation, his situation. An en
counter was a specific thing, so different from a contact or a meeting or
whatever was not an encounter; it was a quiet thing, but full of tremendous
significance; it involved great distances and perhaps different heritages, but
n actually occurred within a tiny space. One always realized an encounter
before it happened, for it had harbingers in the form of incongruous moments of reflection in the midst of turmoil, harbingers in the form of the
depreciation of certain values once considered intrinsic in order to make way
h>r the acceptance of another's value. The spirit sighed and relaxed when at
last it was over, not because it was an ordeal, but because the signs, the
'houghts and words, might have been wrong. An encounter—a lost en
counter! Somewhere, something had gone wrong. Somehow the inevitability
had been turned aside and lost in the universe of encounters. And then
s°meone waited, for he had no way of knowing. There were hundreds,
millions of people waiting. They rattled sticks along rusty fences, they
s,udied geometry, they had coffee for breakfast, they sat in their favorite
chai ts, they remembered lower prices and a son killed long ago in some
Mysterious country, they changed the part in their hair, they sat in the
Park and smiled at everyone because they could not see any reason why they
should not smile; they waited, and they died. They waited because the
encounters were mixed up, confused, and when they finally emerged from
Pandemonium they were not encounters any more; they were raisons or
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coke or tears, but nobody had the courage, or the hope, to call them half
useless. From around a road that twists southward over the cliffs from
Pompeii to Capri he suddenly sees a shepherd emerge. He is a young boy
playing softly on a little accordian. A dog runs at his side barking the goats
off the road when a car or motorcycle comes. But for a long time nothing
has come and he and the boy are alone on the road, slowly approaching
each other. Above, the sky, so blue that the sun seems inadvertent, drops
lazily down into the sea thundering against the rocks below. As they come
closer, it seems to Anthony that they will blend, then part again in opposite
worlds. Yes, suddenly he will see the dog by his side and a rough leather
jacket on his back. The shift will be sudden but delicate, the turn of a water
bug. He will feel a great concern for the goats and his concertina. Later he
turns once and sees the shepherd looking back at him curiously. But the
wish is enough, he knows that—even though the sun again feels much too
hot. An encounter, and he is not foolish enough to think they occur only
once in a lifetime.
Suddenly he was very hungry. He glanced at his watch—eight o'clock.
Far ahead he saw a sign that said "Cafe"; and the knowledge that he could
have food immediately slackened his hunger. It was going to be a hot day.
The woman in the cafe looked at him curiously, and he realized that he
still had the mattress cover under his arm. He went over to a corner table
and ordered breakfast, a great breakfast during which he purposely lingered
over every mouthful. He had nothing to do, nowhere to go. He paid for his
food with a twenty-dollar bill which the proprietress carefully examined, and
walked out. A little while later, just before Wainscott, he threw the cover
into a cornfield. He had scrutinized himself often enough in the mirror
under similar conditions to know just what he looked like. Now he ran his
hand over his beard-stubbled face and frowned, he knew he must have
appeared almost ugly, pasty and red-eyed. Also he had begun to feel the
almost delirious energy he experienced after staying up for long periods of
time; a frantic power surged through every limb, and he felt he could go on
walking forever. And this sensation was invariably accompanied by prepos
terous fantasies, the private sexual degradation of proud women he had
merely observed on the street; the attainment of every conceivable fame with
the eventual returning to spit in the face, publically, of those who had hurt
him; madcap trips across Europe, cutting a vaginal swath through Paris
and leaving the shattered virgins weeping in the Austrian Alps. But these
sensations and the frantic energy always ended, abruptly, with an almost
complete physical collapse. So now, while he still had energy, he began to
wonder where he was going to spend the day. He remembered that Billy
Swanoe lived in Wainscott and thought that perhaps he could sleep there.
That it was hardly nine o'clock in the morning made no difference; it was
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just the kind of thought that occurred to him when he was emotionally
furied. He quickened his steps.
Before he rang the bell he paused; the delirium, or whatever it was, had
worn off and now he felt ready to collapse. And yet it was only now that he
realized how strange what he was doing would appear to the Swanoes. No
matter, he must have a bed. He would simply explain that he had argued
with his mother and spent the night walking. Surely, on Long Island of all
places, people would understand that. But above all he must refuse to be
driven home, that was quite out of the question.

He awoke at exactly six o'clock, wondered momentarily at the marvel of
sleep, and leapt off the bed. A note was tacked to the door saying that Billy
had gone out with his family, but that Anthony was to make himself at
home. Ninety minutes later he was back in Southampton having washed,
shaved, fed himself, and been lucky enough to get a ride quickly. The first
person he met on the street was Lewis.
"Where the hell have you been?"
"Wainscott. Why?"
"You'd better come over to my house."
" don't understand; what's going on?"
"Doug is there."
"So?" Anthony said carelessly.
"Come off it, will you? Claire told him you nailed Hollin's last night."
"Oh, for God's sake!"
"He's been looking all over for you, was going to let you have it."
Anthony rubbed his finger along the bridge of his nose. "For God's
sake," was all he could say again.
"Listen, my friend, I suggest you come with me now. I've calmed him
down a bit, but there's no telling what he'll do if he meets you unexpectedly.
111 talk to him first and then you come in the house."
They climbed into an old Ford and started driving towards the Negro
section of town.
"Anyway, I thought he was in New York?"
"Came back late last night and stayed at my house. He thinks you've
been hiding from him."
He jerked the car rudely around a corner and slammed on the brake.
"Wait here."
Anthony flicked on the radio and smiled at himself in the rear view
mirror. So Douglas was going to "let him have it." What on earth did that
mean? A gun perhaps? Then he, Anthony Mayo, was a hunted man! He
made frightened desperate faces at himself in the mirror and moved his eyes
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slowly to the right and the left like the priests in Ivan the Terrible. "A spell
of riot," he thought again. But no, he could not credit Douglas with the
imagination for a gun.
"All right, com'on in. I think everything will be all right."
He followed Lewis into the house, through a living room, and into a
dirty little dining room where Douglas was sitting at a huge, oilclothcovered table.
"I wonder what one says," Anthony thought almost gleefully as he sat
down opposite Douglas. "I wonder what one does." It was all such a hack
neyed old story. He was sure he would still be laughing if he were on the
other side of the fence.
"All I want to say, Mayo, is that you came as close to getting yours as
you ever will."
(So he wouldn't have done anything after all, I should have known.)
"People say you can never blame the man, but in this case I blame you."
(Unquestionably a compliment.)
"God, 1 detest you."
(Who knows, maybe it is to his credit.)
"Well, what the hell are you going to do?"
"I'm sorry Douglas." (He'll say, "So am I" or "That does a lot of good.")
Lewis was leaning against the wall looking from one to the other.
Douglas's eyes were puffy and he looked almost ready to cry. He stood up
and walked stiffly out of the house.
"You never gave him a chance," Lewis said.
Anthony looked down at the red and white checks, but only because he
did not know quite how to reply. The Dorian Grey aspect of the whole
thing he found rather pleasing.
"Do you want a drink?"
"Yes, please."
Sometime later the phone rang.
"Ya . . . ya . . ..ya . . . he's here now . . . ya . . . um . . . I'll bring him
over . . . right, bye."
Lewis turned. "That was Claire, fella; your mother's had a breakdown."
"What!"
"C'mon, I'll drive you home."
Even before they arrived Anthony could have told that something was
wrong. There were five cars parked before the house, and one of them was
an ambulance. No one paid the slightest attention to him when he walked
in, they were all bending over his mother who was lying on the couch. He
looked around the room slowly, and as he did a myriad of associations
flickered across his consciousness. His younger sister sat on the staircase
crying softly. His mother's doctor was giving her a hypodermic needle. Two
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men from the hospital kneeled in the center of the room preparing a stretcher.
Claire stood next to some boy he recognized but did not know. He saw
Clyde and Stan, two homosexuals who ran a fashionable snack bar called
Act IV, the wall of which was plastered with photographs of famous people
who had been there. And finally, with his back to him bending over the
couch, he saw David the lifeguard. Everything was so set that if his sister
had been crying on the third step instead of the second, if the lifeguard had
been white instead of tan, all would have been amiss. But it was too much,
too much. The incongruous harmonization of the scene, for that is just what
it was, took him far away to visions of a placid lake, or a single pine tree
growing on the edge of a cliff. They lifted his mother carefully, set her on
the stretcher, and carried her past him out the door. He felt no sorrow or
joy as he watched her go by, only curiosity, for he could not remember ever
having seen her asleep before. She looked strange and peaceful. The doctor
walked out after them, followed by the boy who had been with Claire. She
was now leading his sister upstairs, and all Anthony could do was to wonder
why his sister should want to go to her room at this particular moment.
"You are really something." The lifeguard stood before him smiling
wryly. Anthony looked at his handsome stupid face. Suddenly he shouted.
"You get the hell out of here and don't come back—ever. Do you
understand?"
The lifeguard turned and walked out the door, still smiling and shaking
his head; he had not lost any face. Clyde approached him, and he began to
feel as if he were the member of some grotesque receiving line.
"Your mother phoned up this morning and wanted to know if we'd
seen you. She said she had a fight with you last night, and when she went in
your room this morning your bed hadn't been slept in and you weren't there.
What are you trying to do to her? Where the hell were you?"
"Does everybody always ask that question the same way?"
Clyde paused. "What you need, little boy, is a spanking."
Stan walked over and joined them.
"Forget it, Clyde, he's just a selfish little prick."
They left, and he stood alone in the middle of the room staring at a fop
on the cover of a society magazine lying on the coffee table. He stood there
until Claire came down and spoke to him.
"Why don't you go up and talk to Gail?"
"Where's Jean?"
At my house. Her parents came unexpectedly today to take her home.
They're staying for dinner. Why don't you go up—"
Let's go to your house. I want to see Jean. No, wait a minute, first I
want to ask you something. Why did you have to tell Douglas?"
Oh, come now, he's my brother."
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"Jean would have told him."
"I doubt it."
"Huh, that's interesting. I wonder why she even told you then."
"Maybe because she wanted me to tell him."
"Seems kind of involved to me. At any rate, I want to see her now."
"Grammy knows."
"Now wait a minute."
"A private detective was evidently on hand to witness everything—at
least up to a point."
"A private detective!"
• "Grammy'd hired one because she thought Jean and I were sneaking
out at night, and she wanted to find out where we were going."
He looked out the window at the wicker chairs on the terrace.
"I wonder when I can stop laughing at all this."
"Pretty soon, I hope. If you want to see Jean, let's go."
Mr. and Mrs. Hollins, Jean, and Grammy were just sitting down to
dinner when they walked in. Anthony sighed after his introduction to the
Hollins, they knew nothing. Grammy looked at him with such evident
warmth that, had it not been for her blue hair, he almost would have cried.
Her hair was not merely touched with blue here and there, but actually dyed
a rich azure. It almost sickened him every time he saw it. He had only time
to give Jean a quick, whispered promise after dinner before her parents
ordered her into the car.
"Claire, what were they doing here anyway. I mean you said they'd come
to 'take her home.' It sounds kind of ... I don't know ... weird."
"That's right. She'd come here against their will in the first place. They
got tired of her procrastinations and came to get her."
"I wonder why she didn't tell me."
"I don't know. Listen, Susie Andrews is having a coming-out party to
night. Why don't we go? It'll do you good."
"Well, why do I not go, I don't know?"
The party was very late in getting started. Lynn Wannamakcr, the girl
who was being presented with Susie, had burst into tears in her bedroom
and refused to come down. At twelve o'clock Anthony phoned Jean; she
had told her parents. They were going to "send her away somewhere."
"I'm coming to your house now."
He heard her shout a protest as he hung up.
Halfway to East Islip he remembered his sister; she was home alone. He
phoned from a roadside bar but got no answer. Afterwards he stood outside
the bar a moment and looked back towards Southampton, as if perhaps he
hoped to see where she was or what she was doing. Then he jumped back
into the car and drove on. All the recent joys and sorrows had been centri64

fuged into oblivion. The road led away from nothing.
At two-thirty he turned into the long driveway of the Hollins farm
and stopped. What if they were all asleep?
"No matter,' he thought starting the car again, "I'll wake them."
But Mr. Hollins had already seen the car lights through the trees and
was waiting for him on the door step. He said nothing to Anthony, but just
led him into the living room and started mixing him a drink. A moment
later jean and Mrs. Hollins walked in, both wearing a nightgown and a robe.
Jean sat down on a little wooden chair in the corner and smiled at him,
almost timidly. She had obviously been crying. Anthony settled back and
waited for the cliche questions which he assumed every parent asked under
such conditions. Mr. Hollins was the first to speak.
"Did you have any trouble finding our place?"
"Oh no, I asked directions at a garage in town."
"And your mother—how is she?"
"Better, she's better, yes."
"It was pretty late to start out from Southampton."
"There wasn't much traffic. I hope I'm not bothering you."
The hour," replied Mrs. Hollins, "is the least of our worries."
(Now it was coming.)
"You and Jean have been kind of foolish."
His mind began to wander. A foolish defloration—there's a concept. Can
one take a virgin wisely? If so, who's to say whether you or the virgin is
wise? If 1 can be wise, then I'm at fault. If only the virgin can be wise, then
shes at fault. The Five Wise and the Five Foolish Virgins—I may be on to
something here. But she implied a reciprocal heedlessness. Yes, she's right,
you can't separate sex and reciprocity. Now if it's a mutual ...
"Well, don't you think you were?"
"Yes, I suppose so, Mrs. Hollins."
"What if she has a baby? Did you use protection? Jean didn't even
know."
"No, I didn't."
You didn't use protection," Mr. Hollins repeated slowly.
"No."
"What if she is pregnant?"
"Yes."
"What do you mean 'yes'?"
"I mean that won't be good."
"No, it won't be."
Well, there's nothing to do but wait. We can't decide anything now.
s go to bed. Jean, go up and check the guest room."
After she had left Mr. Hollins again called her and Anthony a "couple
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of damned fools."
"The least you could have done was to use protection, you ought to know
that."
They kept using that word. It sounded so disgusting and mechanical.
"And if you can't control yourselves tonight, come down to our bath
room; we've got contraceptives there."
He was too shocked to reply.

Early the next morning he drove back to Southampton. It had been
decided to send Jean to Cape Cod while she waited out her period.
"I suppose Cape Cod is as good as place as any to wait out a period,"
thought Anthony as he drove into the hospital parking lot. His mother was
still in a coma so he drove over to Claire's house. She and Grammy had just
finished an exhausting argument over Douglas who was at present back in
New York renewing his efforts to obtain his money. The two of them left
immediately for the beach club. Late that afternoon he phoned the hospital
(she was still in a coma) and his sister who, he found out, had been at the
hospital when he phoned last night. Afterwards he drove to New York.
When he finished telling his father the story, he threw some things in an
overnight bag and left for Cape Cod. He stayed with a friend in Wellfleet,
near Eastham where Jean was, but he saw her only once. They took a long
walk togther across the dunes near the ocean.
"I don't know what I'm going to do."
"All we can do, Jean, is wait." Immediately he felt as if he had said
something rather vacuous.
"How's your mother?"
"I don't know."
"And I never asked you, where did you go after you left me?"
"I took a walk."
"Where?"
"To Wainscott."
"Wainscott!"
"Yes, I didn't feel like sleeping."
"No wonder you were gone all day."
"I slept at a friend's house there."
"And Douglas?"
"I haven't seen him since he was going to shoot me down like 'a dog on
the highway.
"He would have done it, you know."
"No, he wouldn't have."
"Well, it doesn't make any difference now. Oh, look at that sand crab!
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A small crab scurried out from behind some reeds and burrowed itself
in the sand. That she had taken such a notice in the little crab had suddenly
made her contemptible. He looked out at the ocean and frowned. Now,
finally, was she only his ego's scapegoat. Poor girl, she could never expiate
her mistake. Yet he blamed no one, least of all the sand crab; it might h ave
been a cloud with a strange formation, or it might have been the spumy
waves. For all that had happened she was still a stranger; and he no longer
even had the desire to get behind her words which, as they were now uttered,
he found more and more unbecoming. He only knew her as verbal nuances—
they had changed, so had she. She had suddenly revealed a thought, as when
she said, "I felt sorry for you," and he did not like it.
Ten days later he sat in his room in New York still trying to figure out
if it were more than a pity. That afternoon he had dined at the Hanover
Square Restaurant with Mr. Hollins. "Do you love her?" he had asked, and
Anthony had replied "Yes" so quickly that he was sure the other could tell.
Time passed in New York like a leaf on a pond, calmly and aimlessly.
One day he received a letter from Jean, the only letter, in fact, that he ever
received. It was postmarked from Beacon-on-Hudson.
"Now you see, everything is all messed up. I'm up here at Beacon in
some sort of rest home, at least that's what my parents called it. I'm very,
very unhappy. Everyone here is odd—no one ever talks—things are all dis
jointed. But since I think everyone here is crazy, doesn't that make me uncrazy r I'm not supposed to receive or send any letters, but I snuck (yes,
snuck) into town yesterday and mailed this. I can't even receive phone calls
unless they're from my parents. Every day, for a couple of hours, I talk
with one of the doctors here. He's really very nice. He wants me to tell him
all about myself, and I have actually rather enjoyed doing it. Also he shows
me inkblots (don't laugh) and asks me what they look like. And then pic
tures, and I have to make up a story about them. I can't complain about my
room, it's quite cozy. I must say that the grounds are also very beautiful, just
like a college campus. There are long walks and trees, rolling lawns and
even a little lake—it's all very peaceful. There is also a recreation place where
I have swum and played ping-pong. I try to make all my stories patternless
so that I fool the doctor. I wonder if I'm succeeding. Can my parents actually
believe I'm crazy? This afternoon I played gin rummy with two old women.
They were cheating! I actually saw it. I let them get away with it for awhile,
then I got mad and told them I knew what they were doing. They got up
and left in a huff. I had to tell the doctor today why I was expelled from
school. When he heard that it was only grades, he said that that was very
surprising because I was a very intelligent person. Then he told me to write
a poem. He gave me a pencil and paper and left me in the room—said 1
could go whenever I finished. I sat for a long time trying to think of a poem,
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but I could not get any further than an opening line. Finally I just wrote
over a poem I'd written last year for a girl in my class. She was very unhappy
all the time. Here is the poem. I called it "For Jacqueline" (that was the
name of the girl).
Run like an egret, little girl, skip fast
Over the shallow water of your sorrow.
Are you a lily that you cannot rise
Above the rippling surface of this lake?
Ability is not the will, my father:
My strong wings flutter hopelessly,
For in a distant cave Aeolus sleeps,
Night falls and I am slowly tiring.
Then sink and use this muddy pond for will,
Upon its bottom will you find respite;
Fold your wings and dip your head below
To see the other balm, the clam reeds waving.
Remember now how light my body lies.
Mud's not enough, my buoyancy too strong.
A simple paradox and sadly true:
I'll skim these heavens or hells until 1 die.
"I wonder what he'll say about it. Tell me sometime if you like it. The
house I am in is very odd. My room is small, but it also has a little sort of
cupola where I like to sit and read. Right now I am writing this letter there.
It is very late and I am supposed to be asleep. It's much colder than you
would think and I have to use two blankets at night. I haven't heard from
my parents since the day my father drove me here. Frankly, I don't even
want to hear from them. There is the strangest couple here—two twin
brothers about my age. They always wear the same clothes, red sweaters and
tennis shorts, and I have never heard them speak. It's funny, but they never
seem to blink either; they always look at me in a weird way that makes me
nervous. A moth has just batted itself insensate against my lamp. Have you
ever noticed the face of a moth—it's horribly human. It has two eyes and an
awful mouth, and the eyes are like the eyes of those two boys, they never
blink. They say a human can outstare any animal, but I wonder if anyone
has ever tried to outstare a moth. It's the most hideous of all animals. From
now on when I get mad at somebody, I'm going to say, "You moth," instead
of, "You rat." Perhaps if you are able you will come up here to visit me; I'll
find some way of seeing you. I am tired, good night. My number is
BE 9-6289."
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And there was Jean. Still unatoned, but her whole spirit was laid out
before him. The letter—was it not just another sand crab? He did not know.
Maybe it was the old women cheating at cards or the two boys dressed in
red sweaters. He thought, perhaps, he was seeing her for what she really
was.
"You're bad bread," she had told him that morning at Claire's. The
phrase came back to him now; and he stood holding the letter and wondering
what she had meant. It seemed romantic and foreboding at the same time.
He went to the phone and dialed long distance.
"Sure you are, sonny ,and I'm her aunt. Next time try brother, it's
younger."
He was embarrassed and hung up quickly.
That afternoon he went riding in Central Park, around and around the
reservoir until his horse, dripping spittle and foam, refused to run any
farther. Back at the stable the groom screamed at him: "What the hell's
with you? Just 'cause she's your horse don't mean you can ride her to death.
I'm gonnavtah walk her for ages. Lookadoze shouldas—like you poured the
stuff on her. She't can't hardly stand."
"I'm sorry, I—"
"Not as sorry as she is. Chrise, lookada, wiya. Poor little girl—tsaright,
baby, we fitcha up."
"Horsy bastard," Anthony mumbled as he climbed into a cab.
He suddenly felt very sorry for his father when the maid told him that
he would not be home for dinner. Though his father's stoicism had kept
him a stranger to everyone, Anthony was beginning to wonder how much
more he could take. Four laters later he sat in a cafe at Beacon nursing a
cup of coffee. It was nearly eleven o'clock, and he had regretted coming the
moment the train started pulling out of Grand Central Station. He did not
know where the sanitorium was or what he should do even if he got there.
"Bad bread," he wondered, "bad bread." Bread is the essential staple, an
eternal need. Could she have been that subtle ? Subtilty—the gossamer rainments of the mind.
He rubbed the back of his mind lovingly against his concept.
"I knew she didn't wear homespun, but again ..."
He paid for his coffee and left. A train would be returning to New York
in twenty minutes. He walked back to the station and bought a ticket. What
was the use? Bad bread, sanitoriums. Still, the only thing he could not quite
believe was that Mrs. Hollins had told him she had contraceptives in her
medicine chest. He climbed onto the empty train and took a seat in the
middle of the car. But as he sat there he remembered her sad little letter. He
jumped up, ran out of the train and through the station to the street. A cab
sat at the curb.
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"The sanitorium, please."
"Which one?"
"Oh God, you mean there are two?"
"Yeah. One for tuberculosis and one for rich nuts."
"Take me to the latter."
"The what?"
"The one for rich nuts."
They drove quickly through the town and out into the surrounding
countryside, where finally the car pulled up before two stone pillars at the
entrance of a driveway.
"Don't bother going in, I can walk it."
The gravel driveway wound eerily between carefully planted pine trees
until it emerged before the most awful house he had ever seen. It towerd
ominously above the tall, moonlit pines—a hideous wooden monument to
tastelessness. There was no door that he could see, and on the roof was a
great glass cupola surrounded by a balustrade. That the inhabitants of this
monstrosity could be mad he was now quite ready to believe. The house
itself seemed a tangible definition of asylum. As he approached it he could
see that most of the shutters were closed and all of the lights turned off. He
con tinued following the driveway, which led around to what was apparently
the front of the building. There was a long porch with rocking chairs on it.
1 hrough the front door he could see a light. He walked slowly up the steps
and stopped. This was absurd. He left the porch and walked across the lawn
around to the side of the house he had not yet seen. There, jutting from a
corner at the very top of the house, he saw a little, pimple-like addition in
which a light was burning. He stopped and moved further away so he could
get a better look. Of course it was she, who else would it be? He saw the
back of a head in the window—she, of course. He moved further back still,
to the very edge of the lawn which sloped upwards from the house, and
now he could see her straight blond hair. He picked up some pebbles, re
turned to the base of the house, and started throwing them. Finally one hit
the window; he waited quietly. She raised the windows and looked down.
Neither spoke, they just stared at each other without moving. She looked so
little and distant, far up above him, like a princess in the tower of an ogre.
But down below on the lawn he felt no valour—only shame, a searing shame
that made him turn his head away from her. When he looked up again she
was gone. He thought perhaps that she had not recognized him; but she
appeared a moment and threw something down to him. He picked it up. It
was a note weighted with a penny.
"We can't speak or we'll be heard and that'll mean trouble for
both. I think my doctor will be away tomorrow from twelve till two.
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You might even be able to have lunch with me here. Thank you.
Knock on the door tomorrow at twelve."
They waved, and he started walking back to the road. He was at the gate
before he realized that he had no place to sleep that night. There were no
houses nearby from which he could call a cab, and the ten minutes spent in
the cab coming here might mean a two hours' walk on foot. He returned to
the house and stood looking at it helplessly. He could use the phone here.
But then if he wanted to return tomorrow there might be trouble. He walked
a little ways into the woods and lay down under a tree. But the night was
cold; and it was not until hours later, from sheer exhaustion, that he fell
asleep.
The first thing he realized next morning was that he had dreamed
something. The second thing he realized was that, although his watch had
stopped, it must be already near noon, for the sun was highly overhead.
Finally he realized that he had fallen asleep in the middle of a poison ivy
patch. Fascinated, he remembered how, during the night, he had twisted
and cuddled into the soft plants, hoping they would keep him warm. His
face, his neck, his hands. He recalled when, as a child, he had gone on a
scavenger hunt. The reward of his efforts had been a little pocket flashlight.
The day after he had broken out in a rash so badly that his right thigh had
to be bandaged. He had awakened one night and, holding the flashlight in
one hand, ripped off the bandages and dug his fingernails into his thigh
until his whole leg was dripping with pus and blood. Now he looked about
himself—as far as he could see on every side an ocean of poison ivy spread
away over the forest floor. He sat, too terrified to move, expecting his whole
body to break out at any moment in terrible sores.
Suddenly he noticed, approaching slowly through the trees, an old
woman. She seemed to be walking with ease, so he guessed that a path ran
near to where he sat. As she came closer, he wanted to jump up and flee; but
for some reason he could not. Quickly his mind leapt way. He sees, from a
different angle, the old woman still walking slowly along the forest path.
She is engrossed in thought and looking straight ahead, apparently oblivious
to everything around her. Then, in front of her, she sees a boy sitting
solemnly against a tree. He is very well dressed and staring at the woman
almost expectantly. The picture freezes. The boy might as well be a watch
that solidified after half oozing off a table edge.
His mind returned. As the old woman walked by, still looking straight
ahead, he noticed that she had many strings of beads around her neck, a huge
cameo brooch above her breast, bright rings and dangling earrings. A
dowager from another century. She passed on without seeing him and dis
appeared around a corner of the house.
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He got up and walked slowly out of the forest, past the great house that
looked even uglier in the day, down the driveway, and finally through the
gate. Suddenly he was very afraid and he started to run, sticking out his
thumb to cars as they passed. Eventually he got a ride into town. He rushed
to the station—there would be a train in one hour. He felt a man condemned,
waiting the pull of a lever, the throw of a switch, the hiss of gas or the report
of many rifles. In the train he sat up very straight with his hands folded on
his lap. Then 125th Street, a cab, the apartment. He rushed past the gaping
maid, into the pantry, and grabbed a bar of yellow laundry soap. He threw
off his clothes and took three showers, one after the other, drying himself
each time with a clean towel. He told the maid to send his suit to the
cleaners and, using a pencil, put the other clothes into the hamper. He
looked out his window at the roof tops; perhaps she actually was a little
crazy. Then, finally, he uttered a long sigh, a sigh that seemed to terminate
everything. All he could do now was to hope that the showers had been
sufficient.
He never got poison ivy after all.
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AMON LINER

Deathshead
the human rage
make known unto you the curses of all earth
make seen unto you the lepers in all blood
make yellow in you the coward in all brave
make dirt in you the lost in all save
make water in you the seas in all lands
make night in you the bcggarpatch in all sight
make man in you the godalmighty in all beast
make bait unto you the hooks in all fish
make cramps in you the starve in all eat
make endless unto you the rage I bite
make turn in you the flee in all flight
make erect in you the pure in all Things
make mutate unto you lust's surety that things continue
make rave in you the madness in all think
make flesh unto you the statues in all dreams
make sentence unto you the murder of all laws
make cement unto you the real dream in all seem
make enmity between you and the rumour of reality
make scream in you the History in all time
make music unto you the echoes in all listen
make burn in you the blind in all bright
make filth in you the dead in all alive
make anger in your eyes
downfall the purty skies
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the new killer
The new action comes hard ... the old talk was cheap . .. the courage
to murder... to jump into a melee of unjustified sacrifice ... to
double your repulsiveness ... to be aware of death ... this is the
only jeweled commandent... to dream of quasi-suns and pseudo-hates...
when I awake from all dreams, I shall smile with real malice . . .
death is the only bald fantasy ... to have the courage to appear
undignified ... to entertain yourself with tireless stories
of your own resentment ... to play the beast... the only
way to play the god ...
who wants to play the god anyway?
I sit in wristbones and copulate with malice ... I sit in the bones,
swimming in a hard red glow ... as if encased in syrup ...
in a red jam of withering ... to be the molester ... is to be blest . . .
who wants to be the eyes of the victim ?
and when 1 look at my watch, shockproof, damageproof, jeweled in
all diseases of time & eternity, I must never rage but
mellow or run ... hoping I'll be shot down & that the end is alive . . .
has a doglife, humanlife, and half life of its own ... the end
has desires though greasy numbness is spreading over the end . . .
like vines of language over the thing, the real thing, the
eyeball that sees the drastic & incorrect proportion of eternity ...
something must be forcing its way through the grandeur . . .
floating in puddles in the concrete streets ... is the light . . .
my head aches and bangs to see the light . .. smoke from the
cigarettes and pipes obscures the light . .. white peeled
newspapers eddy in the puddles, making a noise against
the light . . . the light is horrible to see . . . green light,
green oil on the pavement... like eyeball peering
into itself .. . Malice and Scorn is the light . . . staring
into itself . . . what it sees is correct . . . cracked apple
of skull ... with efficient devices constructed hastily by
itself to prevent itself from doing those actions
just those actions needed to reverse the world .. .
Somewhere I know the Murderer is . .. Make way for his
brain of light that sees the numbness embedded in every
dream! Make way for the eternal victim of the beast! Make way
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for the Murderer forgiven before he murders, before he even thought
of murdering . . . because the people screamed & whispered
they need a st. satyr of death to deny them their own
sight of death — they forgave in advance and pleaded
with him ... to kill them all ...
they did not expect him to do it as painfully as he
did . . . who wants to forgive after all?
Is it necessary to continually perambulate along the stones of
the oversea and the cyclops of the undermind to understand
unpalatable edicts reversed before they were made? edicts
by unsavoury eyes promulgated, edicts perpetuating themselves
by the fatal matingndance of ballpoint pens, scribblers,
stenojokes and casuistry!
Is it necessary to follow this way without feeling our legs move
in a stiff voluptuous light, ambling along itself in amber
fog to no end, to no justification to every nasty secret
to every undesirable question?
they wanted proof of their murdering, that they were really
dead, gone, holehuddled ... so i shone a sealedbeam into
their eyes and asked ... "do you see this?" ... and they replied
anxiously, "no, but we feel it on new antennae we have
developed ... "too bad" ... I said and ran from the stinking
clusters of eyeballs that now began to radiate a white colorless
light . .. they began to pursue .. . still are ... has been
my fate to have always been pursued by the dead ... for
some prank i played in the trashcan/womb!
it is not necessary to write down every image that smashes
at the eye . . . only those that batter it down should be noted . . .
but these are precisely the ones no one can remember . . .
the future and the dark and the Devourers moving in
on one in bed, blasting out depressing images, vast eunichfields
of light, crashing through the eyes with geometrical
solid images . . . the apple of the human head, its image gnawing
into the eyes because of reciprocal derangements that
bind every mind to every other human mind . . . the stones
don't share this malady!
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the terror of my sitting here without any substantial knowing
of why and with despised trees posturing against the sky
like ribs and hooks and arms ... and the Devourers gesture
and my thin bones bear me like radiobeams from Place to
Time to Ending, the theatrical image of all diseases ...
they say it is not necessary to speak and explain
oneself time after time to the dead ... all diseases know
one another

scenes m
• • t

she had a small round head pasted with brown hair
double eyes
tissue paper nose
which she talked through
he had fat red lips
pink hands
his skull smelled warmly of beer
and his tongue was purple
his eyes were puppy brown
he watched her with them
as his tongue licked hers
and she closed her eyes

the buildings: swept-wings of glass
modern, but not enough to be dangerous,
stacked together like white playing cards with black spots
The solid sun was like a golden pistol behind them
glittering, unloaded
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ding ding ding the singer's sexy voice cooed
ding ding ding her body slides around as if it were going to fall but
never quite goes down
ding ding ding that's the tune of her asking arabesque
old woman wearing a hat full of dead birds and beasts
sipping water at a ringside table, wanting the girl,
to add to the collection on her hat,
to take her out and admire her
now and then
the white calendar lies on the green wall like a slumbering beast
out of Guernica
having no inner consciousness of itself
the calendar looks for people who have fallen into eternity
still alive
and lie at its feet
almost asking to be devoured
the fluorescent tube holds the light
an egotist! hammering everything into white that it shines upon
Everything molten in front of it,
all images dissipate under it, no shadows
all images done
with this light, like a mirror in a dark room,
no images
no echoes.

car
With radio-ears the car tunes in to the eternal Universe-Void
and hears what he wants to hear and dreams what insane
Figureheads have nightmared before in chrome eons for his
subtle torture
With his green-metal fish mouth stinking out words of mobile
warning
gaping brilliance down his bones ... no one listens, no one hears
his metallic disruption and ripe steel decay oracles!
Starving with rust and light, he tries to eat the Universe-Void
& wrecks himself in cannibalism.
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deathshead
In the beginning of golden-earth, grave-teeth & telephone-eyes,
I see beginnings of universe-void!
Blank Blanks Blank Auschwitz!
blue leaves shedding blue light on dark-wrapped curled heads of
beast-totem raptness of savage minds the ebony telephones of aged
curled heads of old matron in green and glass blasted into marble
by the 1925 mediterranean wild gangs of roach dark-purring
beginning nazi saccharines of gas-tresses
Blanks Blanks Blanks Auschwitz!
begrandeured beswept into occidental doubting by blue-curled mediterranean
smashing up on brown oily 1925 postcards where the bridge of sighs
becomes the bridge of sunleaves destroying green by invoking
pyromaniac telephones loitering with besmeared darkcurled manteats
on the 1925 giltleaf sands of
Blank Blank, Blank Auschwitz!
burgeoning blooming bursting on the sunleaf sands on green sands
where white seas smash up rusty brown freighters to be born
to die to be born to be incarnated to be incinerated in barbelled
ovens of opal-blazed aged heads of radio-dialed faces of permanent
nazis guarding the sands of the 1925 mediterranean and watching
for a black steamer with anarchic load of dew-curled boys and waves
full of orchids to be born on the leaves and to undergo a last
immersion in the telephone-eyed curled blueleaf sungas of
Blank B^nk Blank Auschwitz!
bedazzled beburned besmeared! a jeer-gaunt horse a black mercedes
orchid journeying swiftly into the tendril-curtains of sun-gas over
1925 mediterranean hot and beswollen with thick yellow fists
of sun tortured by the head by translucent blue-radio curtains
of gas by flowering tongues of telephone-souls of nazi eyes
waiting under the blueleaf small sun of europe for a titillating 1945
Blank Blank Blank Auschwitz!
who dies is always dying; who lives is always living
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MALCOLM JENSEN

Two Italians
/, tympanum, colloidal swimmer, idea, twirling dream-ridden kataptron,
pendulant dirt-hating victorious Antaeus, I,
I don't like wops. They make lousy seamen. But these two were different, and
besides they weren't born in Italy, but in Brooklyn. It was in a bar, the one
I always go to when I'm in New York, one of those old-fashioned ones, saw
dust on the floor, greasy old wood, greasy candles, noisy, crowded. It's not
that I have anything against wops, I just don't think they're worth much.
Like everybody else.
Louis padded to the table and curved soundlessly into his chair.
My uncle hated them, I think because they made a lot of money bootleging. One night he got drunk and ran down the street yelling the only thing
wops were good for was shoveling shit against the wind. And next morning
when he got up he found a pile of horseshit on the porch in front of the door.
Then he got hold of a megaphone and every night at twelve o'clock he used to
yell from the top of the house that the only thing wops were good for was
shoveling shit against the wind. And every night someone would come and
pile up some more horseshit on the porch, until finally there was a mound of
it that covered the whole front of the house. Then I thought it was time to
leave, so I left and never went back.
"They had to come for Momma again." They sat at a large
round table deep in the dark rear of the bar. In the center of the disk
a thick dirtywhite candle held up a squat bubble of flame. Cupping
the table was a hemisphere of yellow smokey light that arced down
through the bulging form of the sailor, separating a nose and a jaw
from the surrounding blackness. In the gleam of the candle the
marred surface of the table moved like an oily river squeezing
under a bridge, like the coiling tendons in the huge wrists of the
sailor. The hands were cargoed on the table, like a heap of cracked
brick.
I never really liked my uncle, but that's where I lived because I had no father
2nd I killed my mother getting born, who was my uncle's sister. He used to
go every morning selling things people didn't want. Worked himself to
death, finally. I got a telegram saying he died, but I couldn t go back so I
wcnt to a funeral down the street for some old man who had died. He didn t
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look like my uncle. My uncle had big hands like me. My hands are like the
canvas gloves the rest of them use for iced-up cable. I never use them. I like
frozen steel in my hands. That guy was a skinny little thing. He looked like
a dead bluefish. Put me in a good mood for a good blue. This bar I go to had
real good beer, dark. I ordered two.
"She had a bad one this time. It's those sonofabitches upstairs,
they always have to make trouble. If they would only leave us alone,
I have begged and begged. Momma is a little crazy, but she would
be fine if they left her in peace, and they know it. So tonight Mrs.
Donaghue, that pigsty irish, came down while we were eating and
said that the priest said that Momma was not the Virgin Mary.
Momma said the priest didn't know. Then Mrs. Donaghue said
that the priest, and even that fat-ass wouldn't say such a thing,"
Louis grinned over his glass, "that the priest said that some of the
men in the parish knew better. Momma got confused, and began
to shake her head the way she does. And then Mrs. Donaghue
shouted so the whole block could hear that maybe even her own
husband sometimes ... and then Momma had the fit."
"Are you telling about your momma the whore?" Toto flickered
into a chair and smiled across at Louis. Toto was a little old man,
who never wore his teeth except during working hours, and only
then because the boss made him. Without his teeth his heavy beaked
nose almost touched his chin. The old man and Louis were good
friends, and they often drank together, being clerks in the same
office.
Louis chuckled. "Nope. My mother the Virgin Mary."
"Brrrrrrrrppp." Toto always made a little bubbling noise with
his gums when he was amused. He spoke with a beautiful, sinuous,
amazing bass. "Now tell me this, how can your momma be the
Virgin Mary and a whore at the same time?"
"I don't know," Louis said cheerfully, "but she is. It must be a
miracle."
I ordered three more.
"You and me know the books, Louis, but you've got to think
straight all the time, not just on the books. That's why we get more
out of hard-nose, because we think straight, and he knows it. So
lesson one: always find out if somebody knows what he means. Is
your momma a whore or not?"
"No," Louis answered unconcernedly, "I guess not."
"But you don't know who your father is? There are nine kids
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and your momma doesn't have a husband, right?" Toto wedged
the rim of the glass into his mouth and gurgled, then continued in a
lovely gentle murmur, "Little Louis, I know a dozen men who've
had your momma."
"Sure." Louis had a pale oval face and sunken wet brown eyes;
his eyes seemed to draw everything sordid out of the greasy yellow
air, to change its composition, leave it clearer. The crashing,
ugly words of the world came from Louis light and bell-like,
innocent. He had a high, ivory, Roman forehead, and a smile
spilled his lips into a rich roguish grin; a grinning Roman saint.
"Sure. I know when Momma has men in her bedroom. I've even
caught slobby old Mr. Donaghue sneaking out on Sunday mornings,
when Mrs. Pigsty goes to twelve o'clock, because she hates getting
up early and dressing up nice.
"Then your momma must be a whore," Toto said lightly.
"Nope. I know what a whore is. A whore is a hole in a mattress.
Momma is not that for the men."
"But they pay her, like any whore."
"But there is a difference. They pay her afterwards, not before.
1 hat is very important. We know what Momma does, and we don't
mind. Momma is a beautiful cook and is full of funny jokes. And
another important thing: Momma never gets a disease, and she
doesn't use things. How do you explain this? I think it must be a
miracle."
Toto gazed at the bulb of the flame. "Your momma has been
lucky." Toto's voice remained low and gentle, but it had crept
higher in his throat. "The most important thing is missing, the
greatest thing that comes from God. This greatest thing is love, and
with your momma there is no love. I am an old man, yes, but do
you know how long I have been without a woman? Forty years.
Do you know why? Forty years ago I was in the War, and we
were living in trenches. We didn't have to fight anybody, just stay
in the trench. It was in the spring-time, and everything was dry and
warm and sunny, and there was no enemy for miles away. There
was a little village back along the road, and all of us were young, 1
was only nineteen, and we used to think about the village. We had
been in the trench all winter, and now it was spring and the wind
was fresh and the soil smelled good, and we used to sit on the edge
of the trench and think about the women. We used to talk about
them the way young men do, tell what kind of women we liked,
what we would do if we caught one, that maybe there was a woman
in the village who would come to the trench if we put all our pay
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together. Well, one day some of the people came to the trench to
sell us food and wine. One of them was a girl, and I could see that
she was going to have a baby. She saw me looking at her, and she
came over to me and asked me if I would buy some lettuce.... And
that was the beginning of my life. I couldn't answer, I couldn't
speak any words. Because right there in the trench I heard the
sound of God in that girl's voice. As long as I live I will hear that
voice in the world, and I know that after I die I will hear her voice
for ever, and look upon her face for ever. Never again have I wanted
any woman. Never again have I been sick. Never again have I been
lonely or scared. I don't even know what they called her, but I know
she was the Blessed Virgin who spoke to me. When they told us later
that she died having the baby, everything was the same, the love was
the same, the voice and the face were still there. They are with me
now and always, and this is what God means with love for us. That
is why your momma is a whore, because there is no love. And that
is why they don't leave your momma alone, because she is ruining
something, making it dirty."
"No. You are wrong. Love is not the greatest thing. Everyone
falls in love, again and again. They fall in love with a strange or
wonderful face, or a beautiful voice, or a beautiful color in the sky.
And this is the deepest love. It makes people do things for others,
important, great things, for people they have known for a long time,
or for complete strangers. If a man loves a woman this way, he will
work to give her a house to live in, protect her, keep away things
that will hurt her, or frighten her; he will spend his whole life doing
this. But a man can love another man in the same way, sometimes
throw his life away for him. And a man can love a stranger in the
same way, a woman he has never spoken to, or a funny old tree, or
a house, or a thought. But this love always puts a distance between.
Men and women who are in love are mothers. But there is another
kind of need: to get as close to people and things as we can,
physically close. And when we get so very close to something we
love, we find that we don't love it anymore. We have to step back
a little for that, we have to take our hands off. When men are with
Momma they aren't in love with her, they are as close to another
human being as it is possible to get. This I think is the rarest thing
in the world, and I suppose you call it sex. With a whore there is no
sex, you are miles apart. And it is strange, but that is why it is pos
sible to love such a whore, to kiss her on the neck with the greatest
tenderness and the deepest feeling. But this is not sex, or passion.
Passion is a great strong struggling of bodies, a struggle with arms
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and legs and muscles to get as close to another human being as we
can, and for one short moment, if we are very very blessed, we
achieve the completest communion that we are granted to have.
Men cannot have this with trees, or houses, or children, or men, or
thoughts, or sunsets, or most women, and it is something very rare
and great. And they have this with Momma."
I ordered another round. I'm an A.B., and I get a big pay. I have shipped to
Abidjan, Kronstadt, Bangkok, Jidda, Calcutta, Istanbul, Dunkerque, Hong
Kong, Elath, Gibraltar, Xanthus, Farewell Cape, Zamboanga, London,
Yawata, Martinique, Niuafoo, Wanganui, Valparaiso, Omsk, the Ulithi,
Palmer Archipelago, Trieste, Quebec, Rimini, San Francisco ... I never
bother people unless they start something. But I don't like people staring.
That guy better quit staring over here. He looks strange. I had a man like
that come at me with a dog once. I grabbed the snout and broke it off. The
man I took by the head and rubbed the face out. He's moving closer, to see
better. I don't like people like that. He's coming over here.
"Ask that guy." Louis motioned to a tall serpentine figure. It
halted, then undulated toward them in the dimness. Two fishwhite
folded over the table's edge, and a long cylindrical neck whipped
a tiny heart-shaped head into the dome of light.
"Sit down please. This is Louis. What is your name?" Toto's
voice had moved higher, now it guttered in his sunken mouth.
"I have no name. I am not a person. 1 am the human mind." The
voice was thick, glutinous. Long shreds of hair peeled down on each
side of his head from a wide central part and buried his ears. His
eyes under the tiny lids were blank yellow. There were no pupils.
The eyes were separated by a long curving nose that skied down
toward a small clipped mustache twitching over a small shapely
mouth. A small diamond-shaped beard fastened itself to his chin.
"Fine. Have a drink."
1 have ordered four more. I don't like this guy. He's a weird one. He'd better
not start trouble. I'll mush him.
"Toto here and I are having an argument, and we wanted to
ask you."
"1 seek appropriate occasions."
"What do you do when you find one?"
"1 leap into the air and cry, SHIT!"
"Try the Men's Room," Louis growled impatiently.
The stranger sprang back from the table, flapping his arms
slowly. He wheeled, running with huge wobbling steps, his long
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arms snaking upwards to the ceiling. He collided with the swing
ing door of the Men's Room, and flurried in. After a moment
muffled barking shouts were heard. Minutes later he floated back,
and looped into the chair between Louis and the old man, confront
ing the pile of hands across the table.
"Well, what is sex?"
"Sex is a huge pumpkin pie. Motion through it is accomplished
by the operation known as chewing."
Toto slapped the table. "And what is love?"
"Love is a huge pumpkin pie explored to the depth of one fore
finger."
Louis stared at the old man over the flame. "You heard us
talking. Who is right and who is wrong about sex and love? Who
is right about Momma?"
"Of course I heard. There are no rights, only assertions. There
are no wrongs. Love and sex are nouns. Your mother is a whore,
and the Virgin Mary."
The bar door jangled open. A short, enormously fat Negress
scraped into the room and paused, mopping her face. Her dress was
black and tight, and as she trundled past the bar the cloth slashed
out rolling breakers of flesh that sluiced along her body. Her thighs
shuddered past each other; in the thick tumultuous air it looked as
though she rode, heaving forward on an insubstantial, granite rock
ing-horse. Waving from her head was a blazing red plume, a
gigantic comb. She settled into a booth, eyeing the clock.
"Goddammit." Toto snapped straight in his chair. "There have
been one too many whores tonight. I want to drink my beer in
peace, without puking. I'm gonna tell Sid to get her the hell out of
here. If this was my bar she wouldn't get near the place." He slid
his chair back screechingly.
"Hold it. She's not hurting anybody. People should leave other
people alone. Sid's closing up anyway. Drink your beer."
"No. I can't. Not with that pig in here. She'll try to stop us on
the way out. Maybe even touch us. I want her the hell out of here!"
"Leave her alone. She can hardly walk. And maybe she's an
other Momma."
"Yes. Another God-damned whore."
"Another Virgin Mary."
Toto shot up. The candle spurted, in the oozing light the
stranger's long white fingers spiked along the table, pointing beyond
the candle at the two castle-like fists deposited before the dim shape
of the sailor. "There is one Virgin. Do you know what else? Your
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filthy slut whore momma is not it. She will burn in hell."
Louis' face knotted up. The words careened out, high, lashing.
"Your mouth is flapping like a wet sheet. Or I'd put this glass
through it."
A tiny red filament glared in the old man's eyes. His hand
flashed into his coat. He pressed teeth between his jaws, and stared
coldly down at Louis from a strong brutal face.
Louis' fingers curled around his glass.
"SHIT! SHIT! SHIT! I SAY SHIT! SHIT!"
The stranger weaved up from his chair. The long white hands
drifted down from the darkness above and delicately cupped around
the flame. A gentle crooning voice murmured through the air, "shit
shit shit" and shivered softly down upon the candle, and breathed it
out.
imperial weird one, leave this solitary place.
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CHARLES SINGER WILLIAMS
•:

27• . • West Eighth Street
—for R.B.
The Studio
Charcoal moves across the white
Leaving there my features black,
A sketch of Klee appears:
Birds sit down
Pinf{ birds sit down
—in mystic crescent,
Deal out shqrp tongues
pink Tarot cards:
A sorry game begun.
Black tangled lines of daedale hand.
Elements of earth,
Let whirl those thin red lines
That lap love's hope.
Don't cover them—not now.
Hand scrapes at cinders' spines;
My hand—what need for more?
The pil{e is brittle, splintered, gone;
Shorn helmet holds worn s\ull.
Truth girts your loins;
What need for more?
a string
a wire
a hand
My hand
upon ...
flesh
last flesh
last undecayed.
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Spines are broke as faience time.
Roads from roads unfold,
Oscilliscopes spit silken
Webs of dulcet harpsichord.
Walls fall, blacky branches for\
—pain sears
tears
lasts on
and on
Place in place withdraws:
To touch but once!
secretly
wantonly
potentially.
Stand still!
Time is passed; the artist spent
A silent sketch awaits. The eyes
My eyes
don't look
afraid
afraid of
finding nothing there.
The yawning cats of Hallow-e'en
Have eaten squirrels upon the flags,
And left their bones to frame my day.
Chew holly leaf;
and touch the softest fur!
1 must that he may stay.
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IRVING KREUTZ

Tonight You Improvise
(One Review Too Many of a Certain Kind of Play)
I hesitate to tell you what happens in A Midsummer Nights Dream
(the author scornfully refuses to allow an apostrophe in the third word of
the title) because I'm afraid you won't believe me. Or if you do, you will be
so angered—even infuriated—that you won't go to see it. And you must see
it, because here at last is a writer who refuses to be hampered by Broadway
"realism," by stuffy "illusionism," or by the demands of a bunch of pap-filled
stagehands, to use a phrase one so often hears down in the Village. For in
this play the concatenation of mirrors held up to nature is so bewildering
that it requires several viewings before one can know where one is.
But to return to the so-called plot: the King of Greece is engaged to this
Amazon, the Queen of the Amazons in fact, a girl whom he has apparently
fought with (literally) and who arrives on stage loaded down with chains
(she is also stained a dark walnut hue) to be told that she is to sit around
waiting for her wedding and enjoy herself watching the "entertainment" her
fiance (the King) has arranged just for her. Now this "entertainment"
seems to consist, first of all, of watching and listening to an old man con
demn his only daughter to death for refusing to marry the man of his choice.
She's in love with another man, who is in love with her, but the man her
father demands she marry is beloved by her best friend. Pinero? Wilde.'
Goldoni? Not quite, because, you see, the girls are dressed exactly alike and
the boys are dressed exactly alike; he apparently wants us to be unable to tell
them apart. Why? You've guessed it—conformity, perhaps only epistemological conformity, but conformity nevertheless. Old hat, you say? But here's
the twist: they converse in couplets. Talk about audience alienation! Even
Genet does not go so far, I believe, as to beat his audience into a pulp of
boredom by hammering at them with such doggerel—thirty-six sets of
rhymes! ("Pray thou for us, De-me-tri-us" was just one that / heard go
by.) Incidentally, I needn't remind you that all of this takes place on a re
lentlessly bare stage—where else?—as if the author had us there by the
throats trying to make us cry Miltown before he'll let us up.
But of course (as has been said so often of Brecht) this playwright is
consummately theatrical in his very anti-theatricality. Just when we are
about to exit screaming he presents le vaudeville and (oh, these new dogs
know the old tricks, you can bet) a play-within-a-play. No, that's too simple
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a phrase to describe what our author does; no cheap imitations of Marivaux,
Schnitzler, or Anouilh for him. Not satisfied with rehearsing the little playwithin-a-play over and over (those in the know tell me that it is, among
other things, an outrageous parody of one of the author's own plays, an
earlier one) with comic songs and dances, animal masques, transvestitism,
and what not, he then in the last act makes us sit through a complete per
formance of the damn thing. It's childish to complain, I know, but the
savagery of the audience's comments on this little skit (the audience on
the stage, I mean, of course; ha-ha) suggests that the author has carried the
theatre of shock, of scandale, far beyond anything dreamed of by Pirandello
and Albee. Too far, perhaps? What are we to make of Hippolyta (she's the
one in chains) when she clanks her handcuffs and shouts, "This is the silliest
stuff that ever I heard of!" Apropos of that line, it is rumored that the author
has said, "When I use inversion, metrical or syntactical, I f(now what I'm
doing." And, of course, when we get to the scene in which Titania-Pasiphae
makes love to the donkey, then we too know what he's doing, deplore it
though we may.
Which leads me—and I've been trying to avoid it—round to the third
sphere of action in this remarkable play: the plot of the fairies. Instead of the
charming creatures whose delicate adventures we learned to love at our
grandmother's knee, these fairies turn out to be hard-bitten, quarrelsome,
discontented wranglers. The King is a bully, the Queen is a fool and a fish
wife, and their incubus is a diabolic and malevolent sprite (derived, a wellknown scholar in the lobby told me, from the Terentian parasitus) whose
idea of a good time is to set about with some sort of glorified aphrodisiac to
drive the faceless quartet of lovers I mentioned earlier straight over the edge
to suicide. And their names! Listen to this: Oberon, Titania, Puck—and
Peaseblossom. Now I welcome anyone who with his pen will try to push
back the reactionary boundaries of our glorious theatre, but I want to put
into the record here that with such shamelessly evocative names this writer
has gone too far. (Or is it—we must be fair—that it is we who have not
gone far enough ?)
But what does it all mean, my friends ask me? Whose worlds are these
that the author has so relentlessly presented to us? Are they jokes? (I promise
you that you will laugh at A Midsummer Nights Dream in spite of your
self.) Are they tragedies? (Yes, you will cry, too!) The answer is: I don t
know. I can only say that I'm glad they aren't mine.
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